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Six Bad Boy Brothers who've earned their Cocky nickname, in the hit series now with over 300,000

sold! All Stand-Alone Romance Novels. "Wow. Just. Wow. I've loved all the Cocker Brothers stories

but this one? I can't even begin to put into words how great this book is." - Miss Kay"My brother was

in the armed forces and it touched my heart." - MSBJEREMY:Every day I run. From my past. From

the ghosts.I need silence.What I don't need is a Prius so quiet I don't hear it coming.How many

times have I carried the wounded? Too many.But this one wakes up with an attitude.There's

something about Meagan...Only problem is she's sleeping with her boss. And he's just hired me,

too. Now what?MEAGAN:I have to get to work or Bryan will kill me.That's him calling now.Oh sh*t!

My phone fell on the floor!I veer left while I grab for it.Flying up to discover I'm about to hit a

gorgeous jogger and his huge black dog.Turn the wheel too fast.Suddenly I've got two guys on my

mind.Trouble is...I can only choose one.*** Ã‚Â If you don't like humor, loyal families, sex and

swearing, this series is not for you. Thank you.Ã‚Â Can easily be enjoyed out of order. After the six

brothers come their amazing grown-up kids in their own romance novels! And for this unpredictable

family Ã¢â‚¬Å“cockyÃ¢â‚¬Â• means taking on the world despite fear, owning who you really are,

entirely, and without shame. Enjoy!_____________What readers are saying about Jeremy Cocker's

Military Romance with over 400 five-star reviews across  and Goodreads!* "This is by far the BEST

series I have ever read...Every book in this series is awesome! Can't wait to read about the Cocker

children!" Reader* "Still Hooked. I have followed this series since its inception. I have yet to be

disappointed. This is another great story in a long line of great stories. Can't wait for the next

generation." - JBL1975* "My brother was in the armed forces and it touched my heart." - MSB* "I

recommend the entire series - the brothers are cocky, cheeky and have a way about them where

you can't decide if you want to kick them or lick them..." - Mel* "I keep thinking there's no way

Faleena can top the last one, and each time she proves me wrong. If you haven't started this series,

you should. They're all amazing, and all different." - Hiker Girl* "This is by far the best Cocker

Brothers book and it is such an amazing end book for the series!" - Christina Woodall* "I'm wiping

the tears as I write. Faleena does her usual terrific job of creating characters that are so real you

want to invite them over for Sunday dinner." - Katydid Review* "...honestly this one had that

something special. The writing was magnificent, I could not put it down. The humor, and the

heartache were the perfect balance." - Terry* " I keep thinking there's no way Faleena can top the

last one, and each time she proves me wrong. If you haven't started this series, you should. They're

all amazing, and all different." - Hiker Girl* "The author made the characters relatable and fun but

with some major emotional turmoil.I'll definitely recommend to others." - Dani H.* "Loved all the



brothers. Understood Jeremy. My dad was in WW 2 and they didn't call it PTSD then, but my mom

brought him thru. Respect to all our troops!" - AFBrat* "Right from the beginning this story gripped

me by the strings.I laughed and cried with both of them. These series are my all time favorites." -

Kindle Customer
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This is the youngest Cocker who has yet to find the one. However before he can do that he has to

put to rest the demons of war and guilt in order to engage in anything social, even his tight families

weekly BBQ dinners.Once he finds his purpose, he also finds a girl who also wakes him up to live

tooThis is a great love story about strong family, strong woman who knows what she wants, and the

youngest brother who wants to find his way back to a new normal. Loved it.

Wow, I started reading this with a bad cold, thinking with all the over the counter meds, I wouldn't

stay focused enough to understand what I'm reading but wanted to distract myself from the cold. But

I actually was pulled in to the story & couldn't put it down, even trying to blow my nose while

reading! LOL I'm a fan of Faleena Hopkins, started with her Werewolves of New York, progressed to



Werewolves of Chicago, now to the Cocker Brothers of Atlanta. Her writing keeps getting better,

how that's possible, I don't know (remember I'm sick so can't sort that out). I only read Cockey

Roommate before this, & did not feel lost while reading. It's easy to get the Six brothers confused

though, since they all have names starting with "J". The flow was good, it totally kept my interest & I

didn't doze off even though I'm loopy from meds. I really liked the characters & humor. Glad Jeremy

finally got to clock Bryan in the end, Bryan had it coming to him, what was Meagan thinking with

him! But it really felt like divine (Devin) intervention that Jeremy & Meagan meet! Fantastic read, I'll

have to read it again when I'm well, since I'm sure I missed some details in he story!

What a way for this couple to meet. Jeremy's tour in the Marines left him with demons he can't get

away from. So he runs. Then one day, while on one of his runs, Megan almost ran into him.When

Meagan wakes up in a stranger's home, she accused Jeremy of kidnapping her. It took awhile but

he finally made her understand that she almost hit him and his dog while they are out for a run and

that he was only looking after her until the paramedics came.Meagan recently graduated from

culinary school and works for Bryan. Meagan is a chef but her boss won't allow her in his kitchen.

Instead, he wants her to manage the new restaurant he's opening. He keeps dangling the possibility

of her getting in the kitchen so she keeps managing everything to keep on his good side.

Somewhere along the way, they became infrequent lovers. Since he's such a jerk, I can't imagine

why she slept with him.Jeremy came from a big, nosy family. So when he distanced himself from

them when he came back, they were concerned. They did try to leave him alone, understanding he

had a lot to deal with after his experiences in the Marines. But with this family, they just couldn't

leave him alone, completely.Meagan and Jeremy end up working together and becoming friends.

As they get to know each ofter better they enjoy each other's company. So when Meagan and

Bryan end things, Jeremy lets her know how he feels. Turned out, Meagan wanted him just as much

as he did her. This lead to a wonderfully sweet romance.I loved this story! It was so well-written that

even though I didn't read the other books, I didn't have any trouble following it. I liked that the

brothers did make an appearance. That made me want to read their stories. I love this family and

how they stick up for each other.This is a great story with terrific characters (gotta love the Cocker

family) that I highly recommend to romance fans.

Another great story in the Cocker brothers series. Some stress, humor, and sexy Jeremy winning

over Meagan. Finding out they have another connection was touching and heartbreaking. Happy to

read and find out their HEA. I received an ARC for a voluntary honest review.



Ok, so I'm at a total loss for words, which is not normal if you knew me. This story was truly my

favorite on so many levels. Jeremy, WOW! A "MARINE" that saw and suffered more than what any

of us living our mundane lives couldn't ever fathom. Lost within his own psyche, never getting help,

just taking it like the Man his family raised and believing that one day he'd be ok(but never lost his

sense of humor). Then...CRASH!...literally! The fog lifted and he started to see the world again; in

color. Meagan, tough and vulnerable all at the same time. An aspiring chef being held back by an

egotistical maniac! I won't say any more as I don't like spoiling a story...but you will NOT be sorry.

This story pulls at your heart strings, brings tears to your eyes, realistic events and characters make

this Cocker Family my favorite! Don't forget, there is Steam, and Sexy panty-melting romance

involved as well as drama and everything that makes this one of my new top favorites to re-read!

Thank you Faleena for brining the Cocker Brothers and their families to us, it was a pleasure to join

in their journey and peek into their lives

This book was wonderful I felt like it took forever to meet Jeremy in this series but wow was it worth

the wait. I thought it was beautiful to watch Jeremy blossom from the secluded almost broken man

into the hot, sexy, hilarious character that he was when he was learning to be himself again and the

story that came out between him and his beautiful Meagan was heart crushing but it was a mayor

part of the healing that helped him to become whole again. Freaking brilliant story. I have so much

respect for this author that I will make it a personal mission to read everything she has written. I

cannot give a better compliment than that and duh these books are highly recommended if you

didn't catch on to that! Lol

OMG! This book hit my Kindle at 7am, and I devoured it!! Faleena you did it again. This is by far the

BEST series I have ever read. Without giving away a lot, I'll just say to whomever is reading the

reviews, PLEASE read this book. You will not be disappointed. Every book in this series is

awesome! Can't wait to read about the Cocker children! Great job Faleena!
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